
SYNACT Accelerate for Non-Profits
Build & Maintain Your Relationships

The non-profit tech space is changing and evolving every day, but the key principle 

remains the same: modern nonprofits deserve fully-integrated tech stacks with tools that 

can connect and collaborate.

Microsoft Dynamics 365 provides a platform to help your non-profit achieve your 

mission by fulfilling strategic goals. Offering a complete view of key relationships with 

donors, sponsors, and volunteers PLUS campaign and event management, Dynamics 365 

results in operational enhancements, cost savings, and real-time intelligence for easy 

decision-making.

Quick Start: Accelerate for Non-Profits
The Accelerate offering packages the most essential and effective configurations common to most non-profits. Additionally, as your 

partner, we provide unlimited training and support to ensure you’re making the most of your system. This quick-start program 

supports up to five licenses of D365. If your organization requires more than 5 users, talk to us about our other programs.

Customizations
Configure fields, forms & workflows 

to make the application your own

Ongoing Support
Step-by-step guides, plus unlimited 

end user support from a real person

User Adoption
Materials and resources tailored to

your non-profit & adult learning

Your Investment

Why SYNACT?
The CRM marketplace offers a seemingly infinite supply of software, vendors, and consultants, all promising to make your dreams 

come true. The status quo remains a tempting option. Due diligence is imperative when the stakes are high; identifying the right

software implemented and supported by the best partner, will be critical to your long-term success. Feel confident that partnering 

with SYNACT to implement Microsoft Dynamics 365 is crucial to executing on your non-profits mission.
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Contact us for additional information jordyn.woods@synact.net

Starting at $450/month + licensing 585-545-4903   www.synact.net 
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*Must use Microsoft 365 as your email provider

What’s Included?

Core configurations proven to maximize efficiency & 

user adoption 

Key reporting insights to manage your non-profit   

through D365

Support for data migration using the Import Wizard

$450/month for SYNACT Accelerate Service

$17/user/month for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Licenses
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